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ぞれ 1.4-6 kPa, 2.5 -24 Pa・sであり， 50℃以上で急激に増加した。粘性率の温度依存性は初めてのデータであ
る。
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Abstract Elasticity is an important parameter in medical diagnosis. The values of shear modulus in soft tissues are 
required especially at high temperatures, which provide fundame血 1data for monitoring temperature of ablated tissues in 
HIFU or radio-frequency ablation method. We measured surface-wave velocity and absorption in the frequency range of 
200-500 Hz in porcine liver at temperatures of 21, 37, 49 and 59℃ Shear elasticity (real part of shear modulus) and shear 
viscosity were obtained from the frequency dependences of the velocity and absorption on the basis of the viscoelastic Voigt 
model. The values of shear elasticity and viscosity obtained are 1.4 -6 kPa, 2.5 -24 Pa・ s, respectively. These values 
increase rapidly above 50 °C, which may be caused by collagen denaturation. 
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1 1. a ―=--l-
V* V w 
(2) 




G*=G1 +i呵 (4) 
となるので，（1),(2), (4)式から表面波の位相
速度と減衰定数は次式で与えられる[10]。









































Fig.1. Experimental set up. A liver sample is 
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Fig.2. Surface wave velocity as a function of 
frequency at 21, 37, 49 and 59 °C. The solid and 
dashed lines are fitted curves of eq.(5) providing 
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Table 1. Shear elasticity and viscosity in porcine 
liver at four different temperatures. 
Temperature Shear elasticity Viscosity 
(°C) (kPa) (Pa・ s) 
21 1.4 2.5 
37 2.2 4.8 
49 3.3 6.4 

























Fig.3. Surface wave absorption as a function of 
frequency at 21, 37, 49 and 59 °C. The solid and 
dashed lines are fitted curves of eq.(6) providing 
the values of shear modulus G1 and viscosity 7J. 
Fig.4. Temperature dependences of the shear 
modulus, denoted by solid circles, and viscosity, 
denoted by triangles, which were obtained from the 
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